
B A T H

STRATEGY

Our design direction for Thrings at 2 Queen Square, Bath, focuses firstly on the 
business requirement by Thrings to relocate an existing, successful professional 
business meeting suite whilst designing in and enhancing the capacity for events, 
entertainment, seminars and focussed networking. 

2 Queen Square is in a listed location with grand façade and ideal enclosed rear 
atrium and courtyard. Our designs aim to make the most of these whilst coupling it 
with the forward thinking, upbeat brand of Thrings.

Our design uses the building to create a contemporary, modern and professional 
location for existing clients familiar with the Thrings brand as well as appeal to new 
clients within this market, also aiming to provide a platform which celebrates and 
enhances this. 

‘‘Modern, professional and forward thinking brand image.’’

‘‘Flexible event space making the most of the Atrium and Courtyard.’’

MODERN    .   FORWARD THINKING       .   PROFESSIONALBA TH
CGI of proposed Reception and Waiting Area

CGI of proposed Reception - bird’s-eye view

Mood Board images for proposed Reception, Client Suite and Courtyard
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DESIGN

Our concept design scheme aims to create an open, light and airy Client Suite and 
Reception, making the most of the available natural light, creating a comfortable 
welcoming environment for visitors which celebrates the upbeat, contemporary and 
professional Thrings brand. This will make for a dynamic and comfortable space as well 
as compliment the confidence and aspirations for new and existing client visitors as 
well as staff working in and passing through the space. Feature and pendant lighting 
details upon arriving in the reception/waiting area will accentuate the reception 
position, as well as bringing the style and height of the ceiling down to a more 
comfortable level in this area. 

We also propose making the most of the rear Atrium Space (currently an office space) 
with access to the outside courtyard area for events and functions, by having this as a 
board room with folding wall enabling the meeting suite to be opened up as one large 
space. This space will form the main events space with a drop down screen. Flip top 
tables and stackable chairs. 

Within the Client Suite our designs aim to facilitate hospitality events for 70+ (100 
standing) without disrupting the function of the reception, and enabling other meeting 
rooms to be used. A kitchen prep area located adjacent to the back of the opened up 
event space will support this.

Reception furniture with arms cater for short stay and open meetings using a majority 
of tub type chairs to suit those not wanting low seating and to aid standing up. This 
is in addition to a three seater settee for medium stays and meetings suited to those 
wanting more relaxed or lower seating. All furniture specified are contemporary 
modern and classic in design. The reception waiting area also features a small coffee, 
tea and magazine self-serve area.

The reception lines of sight (from the desk) have been created to maximise views 
across the suite front, waiting area and be able to welcome new arrivals from the 
front door. The space to the back of the reception desk will also house fax, copier, 
post sorting area and 4-6Lm of storage for admin (and potentially customer coats and 
bags).

LIGHT AND OPEN .  EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT  .  CONTEMPORARY

CGI of proposed Client Suite - bird’s-eye view - in Conference layout
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CGI of proposed Client Suite - bird’s-eye view - in Event Space layout

CGI of proposed Client Suite - bird’s-eye view - in Meeting layout



“Creating a well-planned, spacious, inviting and flexible 
space giving an excellent first impression; reflecting the 
Thrings brand; ensuring effective and efficient delivery of 
Facilities services and equipment to our Clients, Partners 
and Employees; providing a clean, safe and secure 
environment within the allocated budget.”

Create a welcome, comfortable and professional business 
atmosphere

Open up the space to natural light and maximising referred 
light

Facilitate events for 70+ people seated and 100 standing

Kitchen and preparation space to support the above

Flexible event space making the most of the atrium and 
courtyard

Reception with clear sight lines to visitor entrance, waiting 
area and meeting suite areas

Maximise use of atrium for initially board room space, then 
for event space when folding walls are back and space 
is opened up with links to the outside courtyard with the 
addition of exterior café seating

THE SPACE

The Client Suite (proposed layout) 

Proposed layout of Client Suite (meeting Rooms)
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Proposed layout of Client Suite (Theatre) - 70 Seated

Proposed layout of Client Suite (Function) - 100+ Standing

FLEXIBLE  .  PROFESSIONAL   .  UP-BEAT
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